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The connection between automorphisms of Azumaya algebras and the 
Picard group of the center has been noticed by Rosenberg-Zelinsky (RZ) [8], 
following a remark by Auslander-Goldman [l]. This connection has been 
generalized, using the Morita context, first by Bass [4] and more recently 
by Frohlich [5]. 
In my thesis I suggested another way of proving the result of [8]. This 
is done rather mechanically, by passing to the spectrum of the center of 
the given Azumaya algebra and taking the exact cohomology sequence 
resulting from an exact sequence of sheaves of units. This is described, 
in more detail, further on. 
However, this way of proving the RZ theorem shows two things: 
(1) that it is actually a theorem on locally inner automorphisms, and 
(2) how to prolong the RZ exact sequence into a 6-term exact sequence. 
Another by-product is that it enables extending the theorem to more 
general contexts, such as sheaves of algebras over pre-schemes, etc. 
1. LOCALLY INNER AUTOMORPHISMS 
Let X be a pre-scheme, C its structure sheaf. Let &’ be a sheaf of 
O-algebras. We assume: 
(1) z2 is coherent as a sheaf of C modules. 
(2) JX?’ is a central O-algebra. By this we mean that at every point x E X 
the center of s(e, is 8,. 
The concept of automorphism of d, over 8, is analogous to the concept 
of automorphism of an algebra over a commutative ring. In fact it is an 
obvious generalization and we omit the formal definition. If F is a pre-sheaf 
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on X, and U an open set, we denote the sections of F over U by r( U, F) 
or byF(U). 
If F is a sheaf of rings then F* is defined to be the sheaf of groups where 
F*(U) = F(U)*. Here, if A is a ring, ,4* is its group of units. Thus the 
sheaf of units of 8 is denoted by 8*, and the sheaf of units of G’ is denoted 
by &*. We denote the maximal ideal of 8, by m, . If s is a section of the 
pre-sheaf F over an open set U we use s(x) to denote its “value” at x, i.e., 
the class of s at the stalk F, . 
LEMMA 1. Let R be a commutative ring, and A an R-algebra. Let o be a 
locally inner automorphism of 8. Then everypointp E spec R has a neighborhood 
on which o is inner. 
Proof. If q is a prime ideal of R, we denote the localizations at q by 
R, , -4,. The automorphism u @ 1 of A OR R, = A, over R, we denote 
by ~9 .
By definition ul, is inner, so there exist a E A, f E R so that U,(X) = 
(a/f) . x . (cz/~)-~. Write (a/f)-’ = b/g with b E A, g E R. If q E spec R is 
such that fg 6 q then, for x E A, , write x = J~/,IS (y E A, s $ q) 
Thus u is inner on the basic open set U,, = { p E spec R 1 fg $p}. We 
want to restate Lemma 1 in another form: assigning to the open set U the 
locally inner automorphisms of d(U) over O(U) is a pre-sheaf. 
We denote this pre-sheaf by A?. 
LEMMA 2. die is a sheaf. 
Proof. We must show that given locally inner automorphisms u(U) of 
d(U) and u(V) of &‘(I’) h’ h g w tc a ree on U n V there exists a locally inner 
automorphism u( U u V) which restricts to u(U) and u(V). 
Now, the existence of the required automorphism is immediate from the 
definition of a sheaf of algebras, and it is locally inner because its restrictions 
are. 
For the next lemma recall that we assume that d is a central O-algebra. 
LEMMA 3. &*/8* is a sub pre-sheaf of 9. 2’ is the sheaf generated by 
.M*/O* (the “sheaficution”) and they are equal if and only if every locally 
inner automorphirm of ~2 is inner. 
Proof. Since O(U) is the center of JZZ( U), &*(U)/O*(U) is the group 
of inner automorphisms of d(U) over 8(U). This clearly imbeds in Y(U), 
and we identify JZZ’*/O* as a subpre-sheaf of 9. If x E X then 9, = J&*/U,* 
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since over a point all automorphisms are inner. Now, two sheaves which 
are locally the same, and one a subsheaf of the other, are equal. Thus the 
sheaf generated by &*/S* is equal to Y. Finally d*/O* is a sheaf if and 
only if given 2 open sets U, V and inner automorphisms u(U) of JB(U) 
and u(V) of d(V) there is an inner automorphism of &‘(U u Y) which 
restricts to o(U) on U and to u(V) on V. The latter statement is clearly 
equivalent to the statement: every locally inner automorphism of & is inner. 
The next lemma is of course well known (and originated the whole subject). 
However, the proof in [I] uses centralizers and bimodules-so we give a 
“straightforward” proof. 
LEMMA 4. If R is a local ring (with maximal ideal m) and a is an auto- 
morphism of an Azumaya R-algebra A, then u is inner. 
COROLLARY. If A is Azumaya, every automorphism is locally inner. 
Proof (of Lemma 4). We use only the fact that the map fi A OR A0 4 
end, (A) by f (a @ 60)(x) = a . x . b is an R-algebra isomorphism (here A0 
is the “opposite” algebra). Since A is projective, as an R-module, it is free. 
Since it is a finite module it has a finite free basis, a1 ,..., a, . If u is an 
automorphism then certainly u is an endomorphism of A as an R-module, 
so there exists a unique element, 
a,@b,+ ... + aN 0 h E A 0 A’, 
such that U(X) = a, . x . 6, + ... + ah, . x . bN for every x E A. Moreover, 
since {ai} is a basis, the elements bj are uniquely determined. The relation 
I = U(X) u(y) now implies 
c apybi = 1 ajxbiu(y), so: 1 ajx( ybj - b,u(y)) = 0 
for every x E A. Thus the endomorphism corresponding to 
1 a, * x * (yb, - b,u(y)) 
is zero for every y. It follows that, for every 1 <j < A’, yb, = bju(y) for 
every y. Hence the lemma will be proved if we can show that at least one 
bi is invertible. Now, an element b E A is invertible if and only if bA = 
Ab = A. The relation yb, = b,u(y) implies that Abj = bjA, so that each 
bjA is a 2-sided ideal. A/mA = A OR R/m is a central simple algebra 
over the field R/m, so has no 2-sided ideals. Thus either b,A C mA or 
bjA + mA = A. By the Nakayama lemma it follows that in the second case 
bjA = A. So we have only to prove that not all the bj’s lie in mA. 
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Suppose, by contradiction, that all the bj’s are in mA. Then o(x) = 
x ajxbj E mA for every x E A. Since (T is an automorphism, u: A + A is 
onto, so we would get A = mA, which is impossible (by Nakayama again). 
This gives the desired contradiction and concludes the proof. 
2. THE COHOMOLOGY EXACT SEQUENCE 
Since &‘* is a central subsheaf of &*, we get an exact sequence of pre- 
sheaves of groups on X: 
The cohomology theory for non-commutative sheaves is, indeed, not as 
clear as that of the commutative case. However, in our case we get an exact 
sequence of cohomology groups, or pointed sets, up to H2. Here the coho- 
mology is taken in the Tech sense, and I have used M. Artin’s “Grothendieck’s 
Topologies” [3] as a reference. I use H to denote the cohomology groups 
(or sets) dropping the customary cap. Also, if F is a sheaf on X, I write 
H(F) for H(X, F). Now, for a sheaf of groups, F, HO(F) is simply F(X). 
For a pre-sheaf Ho is the group of sections of its associated sheaf. Hence 
HO(d*/O*) = group of inner automorphisms of A. This follows from 
Lemma 3. (Here A is an R-algebra and z&’ its associated sheaf over spec R.) 
Clearly HO(.d*) is the group of units of &, i.e., d*(X). Also it is well known 
that H’(fi*) is isomorphic to the Picard group of (X, 0), denoted by Pit X. 
DEFINITION. L&Z) is defined to be the group of locally inner auto- 
morphisms of & (i.e., 2’(X) modulo the subgroup of inner automorphisms). 
Thus the exact cohomology sequence 
HO&d*) + H”(sz’*/O*) % Hl(C*) 
gives a monomorphism 0 -+ L(d) -+ Pit X. 
Continuing the cohomology exact sequence we obtain 
0 + L(d) -+ Pit X -+ Hl(d*). 
Note that Hl(d*) is no longer a group, but a pointed set. We now give 
a brief description of Hl(d*) and the connecting homomorphism 6 (8 is 
indeed a homomorphism as will turn out later). H1 is formed from equivalence 
classes of 1-cocycles as follows: Let {Vi} be a covering of X by open sets, 
let Vii = Vi n Vi and lJijk = Vi n Uj n U, . A 1-cocycle is a collection 
of cross-sections Sij E d*(Ufj), which satisfy sij . sjk = sik on Uijk . This 
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condition is called the cocycle condition. A 0-cochain (for the given covering) 
is a set of cross-sections ui E zzZ*( Ui) and its coboundary is the I-cocycle 
which on Uij is uiu;r, . . r e., there exists a 0-cochain ui such that sij = z&tij 
on Uij . Now, given a finer covering (Vi} it is obvious that restricting a 
cocycle gives a cocycle and that cohomologous cocycles remain cohomologous. 
Since the set of coverings is partially ordered by the relation { Vj} 3 ( Ui} 
if { Vj} is finer than { Ui} we have a direct system of pointed sets, H1((Ui}, &*) 
and we define Hl(&*) to be the direct limit. The base point is, in each 
H1({ U,}, &*), the class of the trivial cocyde. H1(O*) is described in exactly 
the same way, only-due to commutativity-it is a group. To describe 
the map 8, if [si] is a cohomology class in HO(z&‘*/O*) let (Ud} be a covering 
of X and si E &*( U,)/O*( Vi) a representing 0-cocycle, i.e., si 1 Vi n Uj = 
sj 1 Ui n Uj for all pairs i, j. Take units ui E &‘*( Ui) representing si . Then 
u .u-’ = sij E O*( U,) is certainly a I-cocycle of 0’. The independence of t 3 
{sii} of the choice of units ni, uj is obvious. Independence of the repre- 
sentative ({U,}, {si}) follows by showing that taking a finer covering the 
restrictions of the given 0-cocycle give a I-cocycle of 0* which is equivalent 
to the original I-cocycle obtained before restriction. All this is easy and 
well known; the computations are in [6]. We want to identify Hr(zzZ*) 
as a “Picard set.” Let C,(d) be the set of isomorphism classes of the right 
&-modules which are locally like &‘. Such a module is, by definition, a 
sheaf of O-modules, ~2 say, such that JY is a coherent O-module and 
J%‘~ = &, as right &, modules for every x E X. We define C,( ) by changing 
“right” to “left” in the above. 
LEMMA 5. If A? is an X-module which is locally like &, then. ewery point 
x E X has a neighborhood U = Uz such that JH( U) m L&‘(U) as JY( U)-modules. 
Proof. It is enough to take an affine neighborhood, and in this case 
it is quite like the commutative case. For suppose R is a commutative ring, 
A is an R-algebra which is of finite type (as a module), and M, N are right 
A modules finitely presented over R such that MD w ND (over A,) for every 
prime ideal p E spec R. The problem is to find an A-map f: M - N whose 
localization at p, f @ 1: M @ R, --+ N @ R, , is the given isomorphism 
and then one continues as in Bourbaki [9]. Now it is well known that, for 
Mfinitely presented, hom,(M, N) @ R, w hornsAM , N,), and this implies 
the existence off. 
The above considerations suggest that Hl(&*) should be similar to the 
set C,.(d) defined above. Indeed, from Lemma 5, it follows that xZ* is 
the sheaf of automorphisms of .4’, where JZ is a right d-module which 
is locally like JZZ’. From the general descent theory it should now follow 
that the following theorem is correct: 
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THEOREM 1. Let R be a commutative ring, A an R-algebra, &’ the sheaf 
of algebras induced by A on spec R; then H1(s9*) =x C,(A) e C,(A). The 
map Hl(U*) + Hl(&*) (where @* is the structure sheaf of spec R) is the 
“ordinary” tensor product; i.e., the following diagram is commutative: 
Pit R B C,(A) tbY [II -+ [J @R d) 
a a 
Hl(O*) - H’(&‘*) (from the inclusion 6* + .&‘*). 
Proof. The isomorphism Pit R + H’(O*) is described as follows. Let 
J be an invertible R-module, then there is a finite family of elements of R, 
fi ,..., fn such that Jj (= Jfi) is free on Ri (= Rfi). 
Fixing isomorphisms Ci: Ji + Ri we get induced isomorphisms &.j: 
Jij -+ Rij (where (.)ij = (.)ritj). Since Jij = Jji we get $ij$s’: Rij + Rij 
is an automorphism, hence is multiplication by a unit in Rij , say uij . Since 
+ij is the restriction of & we get in Rjjk that 
= (& . c&r;) ( Riia = u,.. . 
Thus {uij} is a 1-cocycle, and one sees immediately that its class in H1(8*) 
is independent of the choices made. We do not prove that this map is an 
isomorphism since this is well known and is analogous to the proof of 
Hl(&*) M C(A). In fact, it is obvious that the map [J] -+ [{uij}] is a homo- 
morphism of groups and bijectivity is proved as in the proof we now give. 
The map C,(A) ---f Hl(&‘*) is described exactly as above. If M is locally 
like A, one finds a finite cover of spec R, or equivalently elements fi ,..., fn 
which generate the unit ideal of R, such that AZ, = Mfi = M OR Ri is 
isomorphic as a right Ai (= A,) module to Ai. Now end,(A) = A, where 
the A inside the end is the right A-module -4. Thus the isomorphisms 
-4, w Mi induce two isomorphisms of AZ,, = Mji with -4,, = Rji so, if 
+ij: Mii -+ Aij is this isomorphism, the units uij = +ij+;l make up a 
1 -cocycle. 
We omit the routine proof that the map [M] E C,(A) -+ [{uij}] E W(S?*) 
is well defined, and proceed to show it is bijective. Suppose A.2 is a right 
module which goes into the class of the trivial cocycle. Then there are a cover 
fi ,..., fn and isomorphisms di: Mi -+ A4i such that & = +ji: M,, + Aij . 
Now, it is well known that the diagrams 
A (‘) l lJAi (‘) ; flAij , 
(2) 
M (‘) l IIMi (” ; flMii 
(2) 
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are exact where 
(0) is Y ti (x,..., x), 
(1) is (x, ,..., x,) F+ (xii) where Xii = xi @ 1 E Ai 6& Rij , and 
(2) is (xi) H (rii) where yij = *rj @ I E Aj @ Rij . 
The fact that & = +jji now implies that the diagram 
l7A, (l) ; IL40 
(2) 
wi 1 1 “hr 
IIM. + IIMi, E (2) 
is commutative. Hence M w A. This proves the injectivity. 
Now suppose that fr ,...,f,, is a set generating the unit ideal of R, and 
uii E AZ are units such that u,z+, = uft in Aiia (here Aii, , for example, 
means Afirjfk). We construct the module M which is locally like A and falls 
on the class [{Q]] E II&&‘*) by the above maps of riA, -+ 17Aij: 
(1) the ordinary restriction described above, i.e., (x1 ,..., x,J + (Xii) with 
xii = xi @ I EARN ; 
(2) similar to the map (2) described above, but with a twist, i.e., 
(xi) -+ (yij) where yij = Uii * (xi @I 1). 
Let M be the kernel of the map 
n/J. (1)--(2), n/j,, . 1 
We must show that the right A-module M, is locally like A and maps on 
the give cocycle {Q}. 
Suppose m is a maximal ideal of R. Then, for every i = 1,2,..., n, (A& 
is a localization of Ai and we must show that the diagram 
is exact, where the map 
4?l - 17(-4m)i 
is defined by using a “Hilbert 90” kind of reasoning; more precisely, suppose 
that for each i we can find a unit u such that uiuil = uij . Then the map 
A, + Ii’(A& by x M (urx,..., unzc) is such that (*) is exact. Thus we must 
prove the following version of “Hilbert theorem 90”: 
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LEMMA 6. Suppose R is a commutative local ring, m its maximal ideal, 
A a (module) finite R-algebra (R being identiJied with R . 1 *). Then 
Hl(X, d*) = 0 (where X = spec R.) 
Proof. We must show that if M is a projective right A-module and 
fi ,..., fn E R are elements generating the unit ideal such that the module 
Mfi x .. x Mf, is right isomorphic to Afl x ... x A,” then M a A. 
Now, since R is local some fi is not in m so, for this j, Mi = M, Ai = A. 
Since l7M* m 17Ai over IIAi by a map sending Mi --+ Ai it is clear that 
M is isomorphic to A. Finally we must show that the diagram appearing 
in the statement of the theorem commutes. Let fi ,..., fn E R be elements 
such that (fi ,...,i,J = (l), and such that Jfi = Jj is free. Then the image 
of [JJ epic R in H1(0*) is the class of cocycles {Uij} generated by the iso- 
morphisms &: Jj -+ Rj . The image of the latter cohomology class in Hl(&*) 
is the cohomology class of the same cocycle considered as a cocycle of &*. 
Now obviously it is the same cocycle as that obtained from the A-bimodule 
JORA. 
Remark. The subset of C,(A) consisting of bimodules is clearly a group, 
the group operation being tensor product (over A). It is sometimes denoted 
by Pit, A. 
It is clear that the map [J] H [I OR A] of Pit R into C,(A) sends [J] 
into this subset and is a homomorphism-as a map of Pit R into Pit,(A). 
We must now identify more clearly the set H(&*/O*). To do this we 
introduce a further assumption: All automorphisms of JZZ’ over its center, 0, 
are locally inner. We have seen that this is true if ZZZ is Azumaya. Now, 
suppose that M is a right A-module, which is locally like A. Then the 
identity end,(M) OR R, = endAD implies that the algebra end,(M) is 
locally like A (p a prime of R). 
THEOREM 2. Let R be a commutative ring, A a Jinite central algebra 
having only locally inner automorphisms. Then the pointed set Hl(.zI*/O*) 
(&, 0 being the sheaves over spec R associated with A and R, respectively) 
is naturally isomorphic with the pointed set W(A) of algebras locally isomorphic 
to A. Furthermore the diagram 
Hl(&*) - H1@‘*/O’*) 
is commutative with the upper arrow being [M] --f end,,(M). The set of elements 
of C,.(A) going into [A] E W(A) ’ p zs recisely the set of bimodules. 
481/29/I-7 
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We do not prove this theorem here or discuss it further in this paper. 
We note, however, that the last statement proves the exact sequence of 
Rosenberg-Zelinsky l-81. 
3. THE AUTOMORPHISMS OF MAXIMAL ORDERS 
In this section R is a Dedekind domain such that its field of quotients, 
K, is a global field. Let x be a central simple algebra over K and A a maximal 
order in C. We show that, in general, A has locally inner automorphisms 
which are not inner. To show this we must exhibit non-free ideals of R 
which generate a free ideal in A, where free means free on both sides. 
Indeed, we have shown in Section 2 that the group of locally inner auto- 
morphisms of -4 modulo inner automorphisms can be identified as that 
subgroup of Pit R consisting of ideals, J, such that the A bimodule JA 
is trivial. 
Now, obviously J-4 + ... + J=1 (n times) is the same bimodule as 
(J + ... + J) OR -4 = (Rtn-l) + J@‘l) OR A. This follows from the well- 
known fact that for ideals 1, J in a Dedekind domain I @ J = R @I/. 
We use the reduced class group of A, C,,(A). See [7]. The map [J] t+ 
[J @ -41 = [J-4] of Pit R into C,(A) is seen to be a homomorphism using 
the above remarks. 
Now, Swan has shown (Th. 1 of [7]) that the reduced norm induces 
an isomorphism of C,,(A) with the group of fractional ideals of R modulo 
“the ray mod u,” that is the subgroup of all principal ideals (a) such that 
0~ E K and 01 is positive for every infinite prime at which C is ramified. 
Clearly the reduced norm of JL4 is J” where n is the rank of x over K 
(i.e., dim,x = n’). 
Thus J-4 is trivial in C,,(&4) if the ideal J” is principal and can be generated 
by an element that is positive where x is ramified. This is certainly the case, 
for example, when n is odd, for in this case we can find a generator that 
is even a global square. 
Finally, suppose z is not a totally definite quaternion algebra, then 
[/A] E C,,(d) is trivial if and only if JL4 is free. This follows from Theorem 2 
of [7]. So we obtain the following theorem: 
THEOREMS 3. Suppose K is an algebraic numbmJield, R its ring of integers, 
x a central simple K-algebra of rank n, which is not a tota& definite quaternion 
algebra. If A is a maximal order of C then the group L(A) (see de$nition in 
Section 2) is isomorphic to the subgroup of Pit R of elements, [J], of order n 
such that, for some a E K, an Jn has a generator which is positive at every 
infinite prime where 2 is ramified. 
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